‘B’ – Full-Wave Gas Rectifier

This is one of the very early cold-cathode gas rectifiers, introduced by American
Appliance Company in 1925. It was intended to be used in B+ battery eliminators.
Early productions were run by Champion Lamp Works in Peabody, Massachusetts.
Its operating principles were originated from studies made years before by C.G.
Smith on the spectrum of a bright blue star, Zeta Puppis, showing the presence of
ionized helium. In 1922 Smith, who had conducted subsequent experiments on lowpressure helium, succeeded in developing at AMRAD the first cold-cathode heliumfilled rectifier, the S-tube. When AMRAD went out of business, American
Appliances Company hired Smith to continue the development of gas rectifiers. The
result was a full-wave type, intended as B+ battery eliminator in radio sets. The most
attractive proposed name for the new tube was Raytheon, a euphonic neologism for
‘light of gods’, referring to the helium light rays from Zeta Puppis. Since another firm
from Indiana was claiming its priority in the name American Appliances Company,
on 25 October 1925 the name just proposed for the new tube was extended to the
company.
So we have at one time the birth of Raytheon and of the very early electron tube of its
impressive history, the ‘B’ full wave rectifier. Not needing a separate filament
winding, the ‘B’ rectifier was very successful and was soon followed by improved
variants, ‘BH’ and ‘BA’ with increased voltage and current ratings.
Looking at the twin-plate electrode structure, the tube is a full-wave rectifier. The
hat-shaped cathode is held by two metal brackets tightened around the glass stem.
One bracket is welded to the wire coming out from the middle of the pinch. The two

plate rods are fully surrounded by glass and ceramic insulators up to the cathode
bottom dish.
No datasheet, but according to the inscription engraved on the brass base and to the
ad below, the tube was rated for 60 mA DC output current. Voltage handling
capability was initially limited to about 150 V DC, enough to supply 135 V to the
RCA 112A then in use. The design was readily modified to handle 180 V, as soon as
RCA introduced its 171A operating at that plate voltage.
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